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Introduction

The Community Multiscale Air Quality modeling system (CMAQ; Byun and Schere, 2006) is an offline chemical transport model driven by stored meteorological dynamics from regional to continental scale weather prediction models such as the Fifth-Generation NCAR / Penn State Meso-Scale Model (MM5) or the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF). A new Carbon Bond chemical mechanism developed in 2005, called CB05 (Yarwood et al., 2005), superseded the Carbon Bond version IV (CBIV) mechanism used in the CMAQ model. With around 60 additional reactions, CB05 provides a more detailed representation of urban chemistry while improving the treatment of biogenics, toxics, and species key to the formation of particulate matter and acid deposition (Sarwar et al., 2008).

The Weather Research and Forecasting with Chemistry model (WRF-Chem; Grell et al., 2005) has online coupled chemistry and meteorology, useful for examining two-way interactions between chemistry, aerosols, meteorology, and radiation. The CB05 chemical mechanism was recently implemented in WRF-Chem via its Kinetic PreProcessor (KPP; Sandu and Sander, 2006) modules.

Objective

The object of this study is to conduct a model intercomparison between WRF/Chem Ver. 2.2 with CB05 and the latest CMAQ model (Ver. 4.7), with a focus on ground-level ozone (O3) predictions.

Approach

- Run WRF/Chem with CB05 for a 10-day period with an O3 episode, coincident with existing CMAQ simulations that were driven by WRF-generated meteorology.
- Use same emissions for both WRF/Chem and CMAQ simulations.
- Conduct comparison of results using air quality forecasting statistical analysis techniques utilizing AIRNow observational data.

CMAQ WRF/Chem 29 July – 7 Aug. 2006 Simulation Details

Run Specification Similarities:
- WRF-ARW-generated meteorology; CB05 chemical mechanism; same emissions; same E. US 12 km grid with 34 layers

Run Specification Differences:
- CMAQ – included aerosol processes; IC/BCs from larger 36 km grid parent domain; data assimilation and nudging; Pheim-Xiu; ACM2
- WRF/Chem – no aerosol processes; idealized IC/BCs (“cold” start); no data assimilation or nudging; Monin-Obukhov; Noah LSM; YSU

Surface Ozone Comparison

Instantaneous Mixing Ratios at 21 UTC on 2 August 2006

CMAQ WRF/Chem

CMAQ Evaluation with AIRNow, 2 Aug. 2006

All based on maximum 8-hour average surface ozone values

Max. 8-h Avg. O3 Differences and More Statistics

WRF/Chem Evaluation with AIRNow, 2 Aug. 2006

All based on maximum 8-hour average surface ozone values

Conclusions

After examination of the maximum 8-hour average ground-level ozone from both the CMAQ and WRF/Chem model simulations for the 29 July – 7 August 2006 study period, we find:
- Both models are biased high by 5-10 ppbv, or 5-20%, using CB05.
- CMAQ correlates better with observations than WRF/Chem.
- CMAQ shows a greater range of values, for both high and low extremes, than WRF/Chem.
- Without direct and indirect feedbacks from aerosol processes, the significance of whether an air quality model is offline or online is mostly irrelevant at these scales.

Future Plans

The CB05 chemical mechanism has just been implemented in WRF-Chem V3.0.1.1, which will now allow a run of the study period using the same physics options as used in the WRF-ARW that drives the CMAQ model. The 36 km domain IC/BCs and FDDA will also be applied to the WRF-Chem run, resulting in a better chemistry model comparison. The CB05 mechanism could also be coupled to one of the available aerosol schemes (such as MADE/ORGAM or MOBILE) already included in the WRF/Chem model in order to take full advantage of the two-way feedbacks and online framework.
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